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Abstract- Researchers at the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSHI are advancing the emerging 
technology of electmmagnetic proximity detection, which 
provides a promising means of protecting workers around an)' 
machinery that presents striking, pinning or entanglement 
hazards. This technology is particular!)' applicable to muhile 
underJ,~round mining equipment sut·h as remote-control 
continuous mining machines, which nll'er perhaJls the most 
difficult safety challenges in the mining industry. Other 
industries have effecthl'ly lmph.•mented Jtruximity detection 
technology, with succt.-s.sful test t'a~es at surface and underground 
mines. However, applying this ll>ehnology to remote-control 
{'Ontinuous numng machines pn-sents uniquely difficult 
t'hallenges. These machines typically weigh close to Ulll,OOO 
pounds and have heaYy, articulated parts. Due to visibility and 
space limitations, machine operators often work in very close 
proximit~' to the machine despite the dear hazards that this 
proximity creates. To protect miners without preYenting them 
from dning their jobs or causing nuisance alarms, inte.lligent 
electromagnetk proximity dete(·tion tedmology is now being 
developed ut the NIOSH research facility in Pittsburgh. At the 
heart of this technology are a number of elt'clroma~-:netic field 
generators mounted on a mining machine and magnetic flux 
density sensors built into a Personal Alarm Devil'e (I' AD) worn 
by the operator. ln this paper, the authors Jlrcseot a novel 
algorithm created to calculate an accurate position bused on J>AD 
readings from multiple field generators coupled with a pre\iously 
dneloped model ot' tht' generated magnetic field. The use of this 
algorithm allows for the calculation of an nt•curate J•An location 
relatiw to the mining machine. A prototype of this intelligent 
proximity dett'ction system has ht'en successful!}' implemented 
and demonstrated on a Joy 14CM continuous mining machine at 
the NIOSH research facility in Pittsburgh. This fechnolog,v bas 
tbe potential to significantly affect the mining iodustry by 
greatly advancing the wrrent state·of-the·art in proximity 
detection tecbnolog,v, leading to increased operator safety and 
preventing serious injuries and fatalities. 

KI!J'words-cuul mmurg, proximity detectiun, traumatic 
injurie.t, strildnglpinni11g 

I. ]NTROOUCr!O~ 

Underground coal mining: in the United States commonly 
uses mechanical excavation methods with machines such as 
continuous mining machines like the one shown in Fig. I. To 
protect the operator from potentially dangerous areas of the 
mine where there may be unsupported roof, these machines are 

typically operated via remote c~ontrol. While this protects the 
operator from ce11ain hazards, it also creates the potential for 
other hazardou~ situations to occur. According to the Mine 
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). during the period 
of 1999 to 2006 in the United States, there were, on average, 
254 accidents per year during routine mining activitie~ 
involving remote-control continuous mining machines. Further. 
since 19&4, there have been 33 fatalities in which workers were 
struck by or pinned by these machines. The working 
environment in underground coal mines is often harsh as 
represented in Fig. 2. Confined spaces, low roof heights and 
wet or muddy conditions limit the mobility of people. Poor 
illumination. high levels of glare. and dust in the air greatly 
reduce visibility. and high levels of noise hinder 
communication between workers, The presence or large pieces 
of moving equipment in thi:, environment creates safety 
hazards unique to underground mining. MSHA recommends 
that miners avoid "red zones" th;ll define dangerous areas 
around the machine. Training campaigns inform mine worker~ 
of the red zones and how to avoid them. While red zones 
provide good guidance to miners and can prevent many 
accidents through behavioral change. they are not a foolproof 
safeguard. 

To better guarantee that workers stay out of dangerou~ 
areas. and to ensure that the machine does not make dangerous 
motions while people are in close proximity. a technological 
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control is needed. A promising technology i~ eh:ctromagnetic 
pn1ximity detel·tion. which utiliLes magnetic fields tu 
determine the proximity of worl..ers to the machine. Software 
fix this technology i' crucial for determining po-;ition from 
magnetic l'ield readings. This parer pre,ents a novel and 
efficient method for determining po,ition of a worker in tv.-o
m three-dimensional ~pace around a mobile machine. Thb 
method will greatly improve the safety of miner' while al~o 

reducing the frequency of nuisance alarm~ that an: a problem 
for :-.ome proximity dete~.·tion systems. 

II. Br\CKGROUND 

A. Proximit\ Dt!lcclioll 

Several types of proximity detection sy\tems using various 
technologies have been developed 11 ]. Some of the 
technologic~ utiliNd in surface mining and in other im.lustrie~ 
include the Global Positioning System (GPS). radar. and laser
or ultm~onic-hased distance "ensors. Unfortunately, these 
technologies art~ mostly inelfective in undergmund mines. 
where GPS is unavailable due to line-of-sight constraints, and 
the constant dose proximity of mine walls makes the U'ie or the 
other technologies extremely difficult. 

Another possible solution is the use or Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) technology. Many indu~tries ~:ommunly 
use RFID for tracking the movement of supplies and 
equipment. IL b also currently in use in the mining industry for 
tracking the 1110\'ernem.-, of people. CLjuipment and supplies 
through the mine. RFID systems arc eapahle of providing 
infonnation on whether a tag worn hy a person or mounted on 
a machine is within a set range of the transmitter, but they are 
currently ineffective at providing an act.:urate distance reading 
from the transrnitler. Rl·lD I'-. therer()ft:. not cutTently suitable 
for determining the position or a person ncar a moving 
machine. 

Yet another emerging technology is intelligent video 
systems utiliLing complex algorithms to identify and locate 
people and objects within a visual 'iCene, Application nf this 
tedmology in the underground mining industry, however, is 
likely tn be very chailt'nging due to poor lighting. dust and the 
extreme difllculty in keeping the cameras clean. 

To overcome these challenge~, tag,based t:lectromagneti~.: 

pmximity detedion technology was developed at the National 

Institute l\1r Ckcupational Safety am! Health (NlOSHl about 
10 years ago [2]. This technology was proven to he an effective 
means of providing a reasonable estimate of the distance 
between a person and a machine. Electromagnetic proximity 
detet:tion systems u~e an eledromagnt:tic field generator to 
creak a magnetic field that is mea~ured by a s~:nsor. The 
generator is mounted on the machine and the sensor is placed 
in a wearable Personal Alam1 Device tPAD). The magnetic 
llux density measured by the PAD increases with increasing 
proximity to the generator. and thus an estimate of the di~tance 
can bt' made. Since the magnetic nux density measured by a 
'ensor depends on the orientation of the receiver antenna. the 
PAD typically indude~ three orthogonal antennae to minimize 
the impact or PAD orientation. An onboard controller uses this 
information to i~sue visible or audible warnings or disable 
machine movement. This technology is currently heing trialed 
in the United Stales hy mining companies and regulatory 
agencies. 

In the .:ase of remote control continuous mining machine~, 
it is common practice for people to work in very clm;t~ 

proximity to the machine to complete tht:ir jobs efl'ectively. In 
fact. it is common for an operator h• be located within 1 meter 
of the machine. This close proximity is desired in order for the 
operator lo sec ct:rtain vismtl cues to operate the machine 131 
In order to be acceptable to the miners and to avoid attempts to 
di~able or ciremnvent the safety device, the proximity detection 
system must provide the necess11ry protection while minimiLing 
the occurren<.:e of nui~ance alanm. This can he accomplished 
through the implementation of an intelligent system that can 
makt: decisions based on the position of the operator. 

B. Preliminun \Vod in lht! Dcn:lopment <~{an Jntelligcnl 
ProximitY Dere<'lion 

An intelligent 'ystem is needed that can determine the two
or three-dimen~ional position of the operator relative to the 
machine and seleL'tively disable only specific machine 
function:- accordingly. For example, if the operator is standing 
behind the machine, there is no safety concern in allowing the 
machine to move forward. regardless of bow close the operator 
is to the hack of the muchine. If. however. the operator attempts 
to move the machine in reverse while standing close to the rear 
bumper. an intelligent proximity system would prev.:nt thi' 
command from executing. 

An intelligent system of thi~ sort requires a method for 
accurate position calculation. Therefore, an accurate 
mathematical model nf the magnetic field shape i~ needed. 
NIOSH researchers have developed such a model for magnetic 
field generators that use an antenna with a ferrite rod core 
typical of proximity detection systems H ]. The share of the 
magnetic fields is very complex ami irregular. fAJuation { ll 
defines the shape of the magnetic ··shell" in polar coordinate' 
as all points havinl:' the same magnetic nux density. 

p = a · cos(28) + b [) 

In this CLjUation. p is the radial wordinate measured from 
the center of the magnetiL· field generutor and 0 is the angular 
coordinate measured from the long axis of the magnetic field 
generator. The coefficients a and /J arc functions or the 
magnetic !lux den,ity as def1ned in (2l and C\L 



Figure ·'· Example magneriv 'hell de:>crihed hy tht' rnndd. 

a= Ca • rrcda 

b::::: cb. m-db 

(2) 

(3) 

In these equations, m is the magnetk flux density, which 
decreases with increasing distance from the magnetic field 
generator. and c,. d,. c, and d1, are all positive constant~ 

dependent on the physical and electrical prope11ies of the 
generator. The'e constants must be determined through a 
calibration prlx·ess for each generator. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of ~ magnetic shelt shape 
described hy (I J. This shell represents all points at which a 
constant magnetic Jlux density is measured. Notice that the 
shell radius varies between (h +a) at 0 ""0° and 180c and (b
a) at 90°. The shell intersects a circle of radius b at 45° and 
135°. Inspection of ( l l shows that this radius variation will 
alwavs be the case. It should be clear rrom examination of Fig. 
3 that if the value of a is large in relation to b then the shape of 
the magnetic shell will be more irregular. However, if a is very 
small in relation to b, the shape of the shell will become more 
regular, approximating a circle. Referring lo (21 and (3). the 
constants behave in such a way that O<c,,<cb and that 
O<d,<d~>< I. This means that as the magnetic nux density, m, 
becomes smaller (i.e. the di;.lance from the generator becomes 
larger). both a and h will increase. but the rate of increase forb 
will be much faster. Therefore. as the di~tance from the 
generator increases. the shapes of the magnetic shells become 
mme regular. This phenomenon is shown in three dimen!.ion5 
in Fig. 4. The three-dimem.ional model is found by the fact that 
the magnetic tleld i' rotationally symmetric around the 0 == 0" 
axis. 

III. POSI110l' DETERMINATION 

The position of the PAD is determined by finding the 
intersection of two or more magnetic shells. Due to the 
irregular &hapes or these shells. determining this intersection is 
not a trivial ta~k. and an analytic solution cannot he 
determined. While numencal techniLJUt~s such as Newton's 
Method and the Monte-Carlo Method may be suffident for the 
two-dimensional case. they are not sufficient for finding a 
three-dimensional solution due to high comput<ttion time. 

Therefore. a novel geometric search method was developed 
which iteratively converges on the inkrsection of two shells in 
either two or three dimensions. The major benefit of this 
method is that it does not require ~ignifieantly more 

figure.!. Example nf the variation in the magneti,; >hell >hape with 
increasin~ tllsu.nce from the generator 

computation to find solutions in three dimensitms. This makes 
it feasihle for u~e with an onboard controller. 

This method .:onverges to the interse.:tion of the shells 
through an iterative series nf spherical approximations. This 
method can most ea,ily be visualized in a two-dimensional 
simplification as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure. two generators, 
()and L are located in a plane at arbitrary position~. P0 and P1 . 

and arbitrary orientations. The solid lines around the generators 
indicate the magnetic shells defined by (I) in whil.:h the angles 
00 and 01 are defined relative to the long axis of generators 0 
and I. respectively. The shells can be approximated by tvio 
circles of radius r0 and r1• For the first iteration, an initial guess 
for the radii is made by assuming the average shell radius b as 
defined in (3 ). These two cin.: les will intersect at up to two 
points, 10 and 71 . From either nf these intersections. the angles 
00 and () 1 can be determined through geometry. The~e angles 
can then be used \Vith ( I) to determine the model shell radii. fJ!J 

and p1• These radii arc then used as the new radii. r0 and r1, of 
the drcular shell approximations. and the process is repeated. It 
has been empirically determined that if this process is iterated. 
and the intersection70 is used in every iteration. the solution 
will quickly converge w the actual intersection, 70 •• of the two 

figure 5. Sphe.nca! arprnxima!ion me1bod represemed in 2 dimen,inns. 



~hells. Similarly. if/1 i~ used, 11 *will be found. lteratiun of 
the algorithm i~ stopped when the radii. and r1• change by an 
amount less than a preset tolerance. 

To extend this algorithm tn three dimensions, the three
dimensional shells are approximated with spheres. and sr•me 
adtlitional constraining assumptiOn'> are made. It shoultl be 
clear that an interse,:tion between two three-dimensinnal shells 
would be either a poim nr. more likely. an infinite number of 
points located on an intersection curve. Therefore. to limit the 
possible number of solutiom;, a further assumption is made that 
the PAD lies in a plane <t~sumetl parallel to and at a specified 
waist height from the gmund surfal·e. This assumption should 
introduce (>nly minimal inaccuracy into a pro.xirnity detection 
system. Based on the posture of the miner. a reasonubly 
accumle assumption about the PAD t'levation can he made, and 
due to the relatively gentle vertical curvature of the shelb. an 
error in the assumed PAD elevation should result in only a 
small emx for the calculated PAD pmition. 

A method to calculate the intersections of two spheres with 
an ;l\sunwd horimntal plane i~ therefore needed. This would 
yield a) no ~olution~. should the '.urfaces not meet; b) one 
solution if the spheres meet at a point l'>hich also lies in 
the as~umed PAD plane or if the intersection circle between the 
two sphere~ touche" the as,umed PAD plane in a single point ~ 

hoth of which are mathematically highly unlikely: c 1 two 
solutions where the intersection cirek intersects the assumed 
PAD or d) an infinite number of solutions if the 
intersectinn nrcle lie~ in the assumed PAD plane - highly 
unlikely due lll generator locations relative to the assumed 
plane. Therefore, case (c) in which two solutions exht i~ most 
likc!y to occur and is of primary interest in the development of 
thi> algorithm. 

A straightforward vector analysis b utili7ed for the 
algorithm. Fig. 6 anti Fig. 7 shov. the veclors used to solve for 

the inter,ections of a generic case of two of arbitrary 
location and the assumed plane in which the PAD lies. The 
solution methnd is as follow\; 

Define a reference frame rei:Hive to the machine on which 
the generators are mounted. In this frame. the Z axis will he 
orthogonal to the ground surface on which the machine is 
sitling. Ali vectrm. detlned in rhe following eqml!ions are 
defined in this frame. Let P6 and P1 be the vectors idemifying 
the positions of generator~ 0 and J as well iJ!, the centers of the 
COITesponding spheres 0 and J: the assumed height of the 
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PAD from the lloor: and 10 and r1 the radii of ~pheres {J and l. 

The first step in determining the intersection point'> is to 
determine the center or the intersection circle hetween the 
approximating spheres. P 10 is the vector pointing from the 
center of sphere 0 to the center of sphere 1 (4) whose 
magnitude is p10 (51 and unit vector i~ P10 ((1). The scalar 
quantity Pco is determined hy geometry as the magnitude of the 
vector from the center of sphere 0 to the center of the 
intersection circle. C 0), and used to create the u~sociated 

vector Pco (8!. which in turn is u'ed to determine the position 
vector. PC· !'or the center of the intersection circle (9). 

P1o = P1- Po (4) 

P1o = IP1ol ()) 

Pto = PwiP1o (61 

Pea ::::: CP1o 2
- 1·/ + ro 2)/(2Plo) (7) 

Pco = PcoPto (8) 

Pc =Po+ Pco (9) 

The next step is to determine the center of the chord of the 
intersection circle that lie~ in the a~sumed PAD plane and 
contains the two possible solution points. The radius. ti, of the 
intersection circle is calculated for later use ( IO). The scalar f 
is the magnitude of the perpendicular distance from the 
assumed plane to the center of the intersection circle (II). The 
first cross-product of the vertical unit vector, k. with the unit 
vector, P10 . produces a unit vector.70 , perpendicular to the 
plane containing P 10 and k (!2). The second cross-product 
produces a unit vector. 'E. pointing from the center of the 
intersection circle. C, to the center of the intersection chord. E 
( 13). The scalar value e is found as the distance from the center 
of the intersection circle. C. to the center of the intersection 
chord. E, ( 14 l and is used to constructE ( J 5 J which is. in turn. 
u~ed to determine the position of the center of the intersection 
chord, P£ ( 16). 

7't = Jro 2
- Pco 2 ((0) 

f = Pc · k- zP (Ill 

10 =kxP10 (12) 

'E = loX Pto (13) 

e = f/(k X E') (14) 

E== eft ( 15) 

Pc = Pc+E (16) 

The final step is to determine the location of the intersection 
point~. The scalar ei is geometrically determined ( 17) to he the 
distance from the ce111er of the intersection chord, E. to either 
intersectinn. The positions of the intersections, / 0 (lS) and 11 
( 19 ), Cl!ll then be determined using the magnitude, ei. and the 
direction unit vector, 10 , perpendicular to the plane con!llining 
P10 and E. 

(17) 

10 = Pe + e110 

lt=Pe-eJo 

( 18) 

(19) 

These "olution~ can then he used for succe~sive iterations as 
described for the two-dimensional case to converge to the 
actual intersections of the shells. This method converges to the 
PAD position in typically fewer than 15 iterations. 

IV. S!.\1U.ATION TRIALS 

The efficient·y, accuracy and stability of the developed 
method~ have heen tested extensively in simulation. In these 
simulations, the magnetic rield model is calibrated to the output 
of a commercially available proximity detection system used in 
the laboratory trial'. 

Fig. S shows an example of the results of these simulations. 
ln this example, two generators with slightly diiTerent model 
constants were placed 200 em apurt und the lot:11tion of all 
points \V"ithin a 10-m by 5-m grid with 5-cm re,olution were 
triangulated. Nearly all points on this grid converged to within 
a tolerance of 0.1 em in less than 15 iterations. The asymmetry 
seen in this figure i" due to the two generators having slightly 
different calibration. There are location~ in which the method 
does not converge to a solution: notably. any point that i~ 
collinear with the generawrs will not converge. However, if 
three or more generators are used, it will be very unlikely that 
none of the generator would converge f() a solution. 
Therefore, the system should pnKtically always converge to a 
position solution. 

V. LABOR;\TOHY TRIALS 

~· Trials using flardll'are 

The methods developed for dctennining the position of a 
PAD were tested in the laboratory using a custom-made 
system. In these tests, precisely machined ferrite-cored 
antennae powered hy a laboratory signal generator and 
amplilier generated the magnetic field~. and a laboratory grade 
magnetic sensor replaced the PAD. 

Using the inJ(mmttion from two alternately pulsed 
generator~ [()ca!ed in a two-dimensional system spaced one 
meter apm1. the position of' each of 40 points in an area of 1.0 
meter x 0.9 meter \Vas determined a~ the intersection of the two 
field shell~. For these 40 points. the mean location calculation 
en·or was 6,6) mm. the standard deviation of the error was 2.25 

Figure 8. Nlilnher nf iterations required in simulation for the spherical 
~pprnximation rnetbou l•' conwrge to within a toleran.~e of 0.1 em. 



mm, and the maximum error wa~ l L67 mm. 

B. Tria/.1 using Commerciallr A mliuhlc !iardl\'lir!' 

Following te~ting with laboratory equipment, tests were 
performed using commercially available proximity detection 
hardware. Fig. 9 ~hows an example M the result'> of these tests. 
Testing was conducted with ;1 number of generator positions 
and orientation-;. ln this e.xample, two generator~ were plac:ed 
200 ern apart and oriented 90 degrees to the lme between them. 
The PAD wa~ positioned at all points on a 240-cm by 120-cm 
grid \vith 20-cm ~pacing. The laboratory triab using the 
commercially arailable hardware showed that the method was 
fea~ihle with this hardware However, the errors seen were 
much larger that for the labonuury hardware with errors of up 
to 20 em being seen. 

During tt:sting. a number of de,ign and manufactUI ing 
flaw> in the available hardware were noticed. 
These Jlaws include the that the three sensor coils in the 
PAD were placed too f•u· apart inconsistent field 

the ~ensor coils wen: not fl1(lllnted e.\actly 
unhogonally. und nnnpensation fm field distortion was not 
implemented. Design flaw;, also exiq in the generators. which 
includt> the power amplll1er in the same enclo.~ure causing 
distortion of the Ill'! d. 

'While L'll!Tccting these flaw~ would surely impmve the 
accuraC) of the system, the authnrs do not consider the 
magnitude of error observed to he prohibitive tn the 
implementation of this method in a proxJmity detection ~ystern. 
Previous NIOSH research used simulations to determine the 
factfm; that most ~ignif'icantly influence 'truck-hv accident~ 

involving continuou~ mining ;nachines 151. The,-;e ~-;i rnulations 
employed digital human modds ha,ed on motion capture data 
or machine operators. The r-esults of this study 
indicated that, regwrdless of machine ~peed, the probabilitv of 
struck-by accidents involving nnninuous mining machines 
drastkally decreases if miner1< are at a di!>tance ol' at Jem<t I 
meter from the machine. With this in mmd. if a svstem were 
de'>igned with appropriate safetv factors, the accura~v observed 
in the lahoratnry trial<. would allow for proper deci;ions about 
safety staiUs and would provide the information needed to 
signi llcantly improve miner 

VL DtSCl'SS!0:-.1 \:'\D Ft1Tt'RE \VORK 

The triangulation ulgorithms that have been developed 
make it possible tu implement an intelligent proximity 
detection system in which an onboard controller tssues alarms 
and disables <>pccific machine functions based on situation
~peeific cundition~. Thi, represem~ a ;,i:~.mi II cant advance in the 
tedmnlogy or proximity detection and j\ expected to greatly 
impmve the of underground coal miner~. 

These algorithms are now being implemented in a 
prototype intelligent pro_-.;imity detection system on a Joy 
l4Clvl ,:ontinuous mining machine at the NIOSH research 
facility in Pittsburgh. This prowtype syst~m will demonstl,Jte 
the capability uf the algorithms de,cribed in thi<. paper tn 
accurately determine the two- or three-dimensional position of 
a P'~Nm near the ma~·hine and respond imelligemly by L..,suing 
alarms or preventing machine function;, that would cause an 
accident. One of the major obstacle~ to implementing this 
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Fi~UJ'J;; 11. Example rt:>ttl!s oi" h>hor;nory triaL' using UHlll11e!cially matlahle 
proximity detccttnn han,lw~lft'. 

prototype system b the fact that the magnetic fields used are 
affected hy bemg mounted on a large metal machine. However. 
with proper calibration, thi' impaC'l can he t:.tken imo accoum 
and should not 'ignil]cantly affect the :;ystem's. performance. 

Re>earch is cominuing to improve the perlimnance of !hi' 
prototype system. This research will abo quantify the accuracy 
and reliability that can be at·hieved with an intelligem 
proximity detection system using the algorithms described in 
this paper and installed on a working mining machine. Along 
with wme knowledge of the mining en\'ironment and 
proce,se~, this will give a good inJication or the expected 
safety gains that thh type of system will provide. The 
researchers also plan to inveo>tigale the usability of this 
technology and its acceptance by continuous mining machine 
operators. An educational campaign is under development that 
will promote this acceptance. NJOSH plans to complete thi~ 
re~earch by the end or the year 20 II and will make this new 
tech11ology available to the mining industry a~ the research is 
completed, 
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